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heritage bronze finish
parisienne gold finish

A classic mid-century modern motif forms the basis of this design. The outer decorative frame floats over the organza shades creating depth and visual interest. Heritage Bronze and Parisienne Gold combine to create a beautiful finish.

F2467/2HTBZ/PGD
Heritage Bronze and Parisienne Gold Finish
Bronze Organza Shade
Height: 11"
Adj. Height: 14” - 68"
Width: 21” square
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.
Includes: (4) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem.

P1179HTBZ/PGD
Heritage Bronze and Parisienne Gold Finish
Bronze Organza Shade
Height: 14” Width: 8” square
Adj. Height: 17” - 59"
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.
Includes: (3) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem.

WB1446HTBZ/PGD
Heritage Bronze and Parisienne Gold Finish
Bronze Organza Shade
Height: 14” Width: 8” Extension: 4”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 60 Watt max. (T-10)
ADA Compliant
F2468/4HTBZ/PGD
Heritage Bronze and Parisienne Gold Finish
Bronze Organza Shade
Height: 12"
Adj. Height: 15" - 69"
Length: 41" Width: 21"
Lamping: 4 - Medium 100 Watt max.
Includes: (8) 12" stems and (2) 6" stems.

FM330HTBZ/PGD
Heritage Bronze and Parisienne Gold Finish
Bronze Organza Shade
Height: 9" Length: 15" square
Lamping: 2 - Medium 60 Watt max.

designed by Pasquale Miranda
The Preston Collection features organic bark textured glass and modern forms, in Heritage Bronze.

**F2485/5HTBZ**
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 19”  Diameter: 23”
Adj. Height: 22” - 76”
Lamping: 5 - Medium 100 Watt max.
Includes: (4) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem.

**F2488/6HTBZ**
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 17”  Length: 44”
Adj. Height: 20” - 74”
Width: 19”
Lamping: 6 - Medium 100 Watt max.
Includes: (4) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem.
**F2486/4HTBZ**
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 19”  Diameter: 19”
Adj. Height: 22” - 76”
Lamping: 4 - Medium 100 Watt max.
Includes: (4) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem.

**FM334HTBZ**
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 5”  Diameter: 14”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 60 Watt max.

**SF270HTBZ**
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 10”  Diameter: 16”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.
F2489/3HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 11” Diameter: 22”
Adj. Height: 14” - 68”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.
Includes: (4) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem.

F2490/6+3HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 29” Diameter: 29.5”
Adj. Height: 32” - 86”
Lamping: 9 - Medium 100 Watt max.
Includes: (4) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem.
the preston collection

P1186HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 8”  Diameter: 5”
Adj. Height: 11” - 53”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.
Includes: (3) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem.

VS15901-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 11”  Length: 5”
Extension: 5”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.

VS15902-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 10”  Length: 13”
Extension: 5”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.

VS15903-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 11”  Length: 24”
Extension: 5”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.
The Sullivan Collection is meticulously crafted from high quality steel components. The curved double arms gracefully echo the round chandelier’s frame. This grouping features a color palette of Brushed steel with White Opal Etched glass or a Heritage Bronze finish with Creme Etched glass.

**F2496/6BS**
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 23” Diameter: 25”
Lamping: 6 - Medium 100 Watt max.

**F2497/8BS**
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 25” Diameter: 34” x 25” Oval
Lamping: 8 - Medium 100 Watt max.

**VS16101-BS**
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 9” Length: 5”
Extension: 5”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.

**VS16102-BS**
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 9” Length: 13”
Extension: 4”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.
ADA Compliant

**VS16103-BS**
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 9” Length: 24”
Extension: 5”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.
F2496/6HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 23"  Diameter: 25"
Lamping: 6 - Medium 100 Watt max.

F2497/8HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 25"  Diameter: 34" x 25" Oval
Lamping: 8 - Medium 100 Watt max.

VS16101-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 9"  Length: 5"
Extension: 5"
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.

VS16102-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 9"  Length: 13"
Extension: 4"
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.
ADA Compliant

VS16103-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 9"  Length: 24"
Extension: 5"
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.
There has always been a fascination and allure of exotic lands and mysterious places that were part of the spice route. Medina, an oasis city in Morocco has provided inspiration for this grouping. The Medina collection is a reflection of this sanctuary. This classic Moroccan inspiration was beautifully crafted to impress. Bronze organza shades float inside open fretwork, hand finished in our silver leaf based Oxidized Bronze finish.

**P1180OBZ**
Oxidized Bronze Finish
Bronze Organza Shade
Height: 11”
Adj. Height: 14” - 68”
Diameter: 16”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 150w Max.
Includes: (4) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem with 15ft of wire

**P1181OBZ**
Oxidized Bronze Finish
Bronze Organza Shade
Height: 15”
Adj. Height: 18” - 72”
Diameter: 22”
Lamping: 4 - Medium 100w Max.
Includes: (4) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem with 15ft of wire

**P1182OBZ**
Oxidized Bronze Finish
Bronze Organza Shade
Height: 14”
Adj. Height: 17” - 59”
Diameter: 6”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100w Max.
Includes: (3) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem with 15ft of wire
Geometric shapes and creme linen shades are creatively merged in this collection inspired by industrial design.

**F2400/6ORB**
- Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish
- Creme Linen Shade
- Height: 22"
- Adj. Height: 31" - 79"
- Length: 38"
- Width: 17"
- Lamping: 6 - Medium 60w Max.

**P1152ORB**
- Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish
- Creme Linen Shade
- Height: 20"
- Adj. Height: 21" - 75"
- Diameter: 25"
- Lamping: 4 - Medium 60w Max.

**WB1460ORB**
- Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish
- Creme Linen Shade
- Height: 17"
- Width: 5"
- Extension: 4"
- Lamping: 1 - Medium 60w Max. (T-10)
- ADA Compliant

**WB1461ORB**
- Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish
- Creme Linen Shade
- Height: 5"
- Width: 13"
- Extension: 4"
- Lamping: 1 - Medium 60w Max.
- ADA Compliant
The Gianna collection's hand polished crystal drape is positioned close to the light source for optimum sparkle and each piece is hand finished antiqued over real silver leaf. The center trim is adorned with oval crystals for a jewel-like appearance.

**F2474/1GS**
- Gilded Silver Finish
- Hand Polished Crystal
- Height: 13”
- Diameter: 8”
- Semi Flushmount: 13”
- Lamping: 1 - Medium 100w Max.

**F2477/8+4GS**
- Gilded Silver Finish
- Bone White Candle Covers
- Hand Polished Crystal
- Height: 43”
- Diameter: 37”
- Lamping: 12 - Candelabra 60w Max.
The Gianna Collection

F2473/1GS
Duo-mount
Install fixture as pendant or semi-flush mount.

F2475/6GS
Gilded Silver Finish
Hand Polished Crystal
Height: 15"
Diameter: 11"
Semi Flushmount: 15"
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100w Max.

F2473/1GS
Gilded Silver Finish
Bone White Candle Covers
Hand Polished Crystal
Height: 28"
Diameter: 27"
Lamping: 6 - Candelabra 60w Max.

designed by Pasquale Miranda
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gilded silver finish

F2476/4GS
- Gilded Silver Finish
- Bone White Candle Covers
- Hand Polished Crystal
- Height: 20"
- Diameter: 16"
- Semi Flushmount: 19"
- Lamping: 1 - Candelabra 60w Max.
- Listed for Damp Location

F2476/4GS
- Duo-mount
- Install fixture as pendant or semi-flush mount.

WB1447GS
- Gilded Silver Finish
- Bone White Candle Covers
- Hand Polished Crystal
- Antiqued Mirror
- Height: 26"  Length: 6"
- Extension: 5"
- Lamping: 3 - Candelabra 60w Max.

WB1448GS
- Gilded Silver Finish
- Bone White Candle Covers
- Hand Polished Crystal
- Antiqued Mirror
- Height: 27"  Length: 11"
- Extension: 5"
- Lamping: 1 - Candelabra 60w Max.
- Listed for Damp Location
the jardin botanique collection

**gilded imperial silver finish**

Jardin Botanique was inspired by Maison Bagues in Paris during the 1960’s. French ivory blown glass, Gilded Imperial Silver leaf finish, and organic shapes that are delicately rendered in hand polished crystal compose this collection.

**F2341/3GIS**
Gilded Imperial Silver Finish
Hand Polished Crystal
Antiqued Drip Candle Covers
Height: 21”
Diameter: 14”
Lamping: 3 - Candelabra 60w Max.

**F2342/6+1GIS**
Gilded Imperial Silver Finish
Cream Etch Glass
Hand Polished Crystal
Antiqued Drip Candle Covers
Height: 27”  Diameter: 24”
Lamping: 6 - Candelabra 60w Max.
Lamping: 1 - (G-9) 75w Max.

**WB1376GIS**
Gilded Imperial Silver Finish
Cream Etch Glass
Hand Polished Crystal
Height: 17”  Width: 7”
Extension: 7”
Lamping: 1 - (G-9) 75w Max.
The Bellini Collection is inspired by early 19th Century European regency and Neo Classical empire crystal chandeliers. Its uniquely shaped rectangular crystals, faceted trim, and sculpted bobeches come together to create these sparkling pieces. Clear crystal and plated “Antique Quartz” crystals combine to make this collection truly unique.
F2463/16OBZ/BRB
Oxidized Bronze and British Bronze Finish
Antiqued Candle Covers
Hand Polished Clear and
“Antique Quartz” Crystal
Height: 45”   Diameter: 36”
Lamping: 16 - Candelabra 60w Max.

F2464/2OBZ/BRB
Oxidized Bronze and British Bronze Finish
Antiqued Candle Covers
Hand Polished Clear and
“Antique Quartz” Crystal
Height: 22”   Diameter: 8”
Lamping: 2 - Candelabra 60w Max.

WB1445OBZ/BRB
Oxidized Bronze and British Bronze Finish
Antiqued Candle Covers
Hand Polished Clear and
“Antique Quartz” Crystal
Height: 23”   Length: 13”
Extension: 8”
Lamping: 3 - Candelabra 60w Max.
Inspired by an 18th Century carved wood chandelier, The Astor collection offers a modern twist to a classic design. The star shaped frame encases a frosted amber glass, and is suspended by braided steel ropes. Cast arms are topped with French creme linen shades. Our Oxidized Bronze finish is hand applied over real Silver Leaf.

F2483/6+3+3OBZ  
Oxidized Bronze Finish  
French Creme Linen Shades  
Frosted Amber Glass  
Height: 43”  Diameter: 39”  
Lamping: 9 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.  
3 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

WB1453OBZ  
Oxidized Bronze Finish  
French Creme Linen Shade  
Height: 17”  Width: 14”  
Extension: 7”  
Lamping: 2 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

WB1454OBZ  
Oxidized Bronze Finish  
French Creme Linen Shade  
Height: 16”  Width: 6”  
Extension: 9”  
Lamping: 1 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

F2483/6+3+3OBZ

Braided Rope Trim on Shades

WB1454OBZ

Oxidized Bronze Finish
French Creme Linen Shades
Frosted Amber Glass
Height: 43”  Diameter: 39”
Lamping: 9 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.
3 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

WB1453OBZ
Oxidized Bronze Finish
French Creme Linen Shade
Height: 17”  Width: 14”
Extension: 7”
Lamping: 2 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.
the astor collection

F2482/3OBZ
Oxidized Bronze Finish
Frosted Amber Glass
Height: 28” Diameter: 23”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.

F2481/6+3OBZ
Oxidized Bronze Finish
French Creme Linen Shades
Frosted Amber Glass
Height: 29” Diameter: 32”
Lamping: 6 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.
3 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

SF269OBZ
Oxidized Bronze Finish
Frosted Amber Glass
Height: 12” Diameter: 16”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.

designed by Pasquale Miranda
Classic European Antique open-work and Amber Alabaster glass shades will cast a warm glow. Custom scalloped tubing and overlapping bead work add depth and detail. Open cage chandelier’s round out this group to help complete a home’s look with stylish coordination.

**firenze gold finish**

**F2366/6+2FG**
Firenze Gold Finish
Amber Alabaster Glass
Height: 35”
Diameter: 39”
Lamping: 6 - Medium 100w Max.
  2 - Candelabra 60w Max.

**F2466/5+2FG**
Firenze Gold Finish
Amber Alabaster Glass
Height: 16”
Width: 7”
Extension: 4”
Lamping: 1 - T-10 60w Max.
ADA Compliant

**WB1388FG**
Firenze Gold Finish
Amber Alabaster Glass
Height: 16”
Width: 7”
Extension: 4”
Lamping: 1 - T-10 60w Max.
ADA Compliant
**F2262/4FG**
Firenze Gold Finish  
Height: 32"  
Diameter: 18"  
Lamping: 4 - Candelabra 60w Max.

**F2264/9FG**
Firenze Gold Finish  
Height: 60"  
Diameter: 30"  
Lamping: 9 - Candelabra 60w Max.

**WB1389FG**
Firenze Gold Finish  
Amber Alabaster Glass  
Height: 7" Width: 16" Extension: 8"  
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100w Max.
**Firenze Gold Finish**

**F2365/5FG**
- Firenze Gold Finish
- Amber Alabaster Glass
- Height: 35"
- Diameter: 29"
- Lamping: 5 - Medium 100w Max.

**VS14101-FG**
- Firenze Gold Finish
- Amber Alabaster Glass
- Height: 14"
- Width: 8"
- Extension: 7"
- Lamping: 1 - Medium 100w Max.

**VS14102-FG**
- Firenze Gold Finish
- Amber Alabaster Glass
- Height: 11"
- Width: 21"
- Extension: 6"
- Lamping: 2 - Medium 100w Max.

**VS14103-FG**
- Firenze Gold Finish
- Amber Alabaster Glass
- Height: 11"
- Width: 32"
- Extension: 6"
- Lamping: 3 - Medium 100w Max.
the barnard collection

F2263/6FG
Firenze Gold Finish
Height: 42"
Diameter: 22"
Lamping: 6 - Candelabra 60w Max.

MR1088FG
Firenze Gold Finish
Height: 40"
Width: 30"

FM297FG
Firenze Gold Finish
Amber Alabaster Glass
Height: 7"
Diameter: 16"
Lamping: 3 - Medium 60w Max.
Listed for Damp Location

SF255FG
Firenze Gold Finish
Amber Alabaster Glass
Height: 13"
Diameter: 18"
Lamping: 3 - Medium 60w Max.
Charming design and exquisite taste inspire this European style collection. Kelham Hall features stunning curved arms accented with classic details in two rich complementary finishes. Fluted French Scavo glass creates a lovely glow and finishes off the look of this charming collection.

**firenze gold finish**

**british bronze finish**

---

**F2417/6FG/BRB**
Firenze Gold and British Bronze Finish
India Scavo Glass
Height: 34” Diameter: 32”
Lamping: 6 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

**FM324FG/BRB**
Firenze Gold and British Bronze Finish
India Scavo Glass
Height: 7” Diameter: 13”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 60 Watt max.

**SF262FG/BRB**
Firenze Gold and British Bronze Finish
India Scavo Glass
Height: 12” Diameter: 18”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.
the kelham hall collection

F2422/3FG/BRB
Firenze Gold and
British Bronze Finish
India Scavo Glass
Height: 27”   Diameter: 25”
Lamping: 4 - Medium 100 Watt max.

F2503/5FG/BRB
Firenze Gold and
British Bronze Finish
India Scavo Glass
Height: 30”   Diameter: 27”
Lamping: 5 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

P1189FG/BRB
Firenze Gold and
British Bronze Finish
India Scavo Glass
Height: 7”   Diameter: 6”
Adj. Height: 11” - 53”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.
Includes: (3) 12” stems and (1) 6” stem.

designed by Pasquale Miranda
firenze gold finish
british bronze finish

F2418/8+4FG/BRB
Firenze Gold and
British Bronze Finish
French Scavo Glass
Height: 48” Diameter: 45”
Lamping: 12 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

P1160FG/BRB
Firenze Gold and
British Bronze Finish
French Scavo Glass
Height: 21” Diameter: 9”
Adj. Height: 24” - 66”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.

WB1418FG/BRB
Firenze Gold and
British Bronze Finish
French Scavo Glass
Height: 16” Width: 6”
Extension: 8
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.
the kelham hall collection

F2419/3FG/BRB
Firenze Gold and British Bronze Finish
French Scavo Glass
Height: 17" Diameter: 25"
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.

F2420/2FG/BRB
Firenze Gold and British Bronze Finish
French Scavo Glass
Height: 22" Length: 36" Width: 12"
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.

F2421/5FG/BRB
Firenze Gold and British Bronze Finish
French Scavo Glass
Height: 19" Diameter: 27"
Lamping: 5 - Medium 100 Watt max.
Beautiful fluid lines and White Opal etched glass combine in this contemporary classic. Available in both Heritage Bronze and Brushed Steel.

**F2502/6+3BS**
- Brushed Steel Finish
- White Opal Etch Glass
- Height: 29"
- Adj. Height: 31" - 85"
- Diameter: 30"
- Lamping: 9 - Medium 100w Max.
- Includes: (4) 12" Stems and (1) 6" Stem

**VS15802-BS**
- Brushed Steel Finish
- White Opal Etch Glass
- Height: 11" Length: 16"
- Extension: 6"
- Lamping: 2 - Medium 100w Max.

**VS15803-BS**
- Brushed Steel Finish
- White Opal Etch Glass
- Height: 12" Length: 24"
- Extension: 6"
- Lamping: 3 - Medium 100w Max.

**VS15804-BS**
- Brushed Steel Finish
- White Opal Etch Glass
- Height: 12" Length: 32"
- Extension: 6"
- Lamping: 4 - Medium 100w Max.

**WB1442BS**
- Brushed Steel Finish
- White Opal Etch Glass
- Height: 9" Width: 5"
- Extension: 5"
- Lamping: 1 - Medium 100w Max.

*Vanity Lights: Damp Location*
F2455/5BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 19”
Adj. Height: 22” - 76”
Diameter: 25”
Lamping: 5 - Medium 100w Max.

F2456/3BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12”
Adj. Height: 14” - 68”
Length: 36” Width: 7”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100w Max.

F2457/3BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 22”
Adj. Height: 24” - 78”
Diameter: 24”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100w Max.

P1176BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 6”
Adj. Height: 9” - 51”
Diameter: 7”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100w Max.

SF267BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 8” Diameter: 13”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100w Max.

designed by Pasquale Miranda
the tribeca collection

heritage bronze finish

F2456/3HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12”
Adj. Height: 14” - 68”
Length: 36”
Width: 7”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100w Max.

F2455/5HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 19”
Adj. Height: 22” - 76”
Diameter: 25”
Lamping: 5 - Medium 100w Max.

F2457/3HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 22”
Adj. Height: 24” - 78”
Diameter: 24”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100w Max.

SF267HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 8”
Diameter: 13”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100w Max.

P1176HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 6”
Adj. Height: 9” - 51”
Diameter: 7”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100w Max.

Vanities Lights: Damp Location
the tribeca collection

F2502/6+3HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 29”
Adj. Height: 31” - 85”
Diameter: 30”
Lamping: 9 - Medium 100w Max.
Includes: (4) 12” Stems and (1) 6” Stem

VS15802-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12” Length: 16” Extension: 6”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100w Max.

VS15803-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12” Length: 24” Extension: 6”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100w Max.

VS15804-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12” Length: 32” Extension: 6”
Lamping: 4 - Medium 100w Max.

WB1442HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 9” Width: 5” Extension: 5”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100w Max.

designed by Pasquale Miranda
These transitional pieces give a modern twist to the classic ceiling flush mount.

**FM331BS**  
Brushed Steel Finish  
White Opal Etch Glass  
Height: 7"  Diameter: 6"  
Lamping: 1 - Medium 60 Watt max.

**FM332BS**  
Brushed Steel Finish  
White Opal Etch Glass  
Height: 4"  Diameter: 10"  
Lamping: 1 - Medium 75 Watt max.

**FM331ORB**  
Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish  
White Opal Etch Glass  
Height: 7"  Diameter: 6"  
Lamping: 1 - Medium 60 Watt max.

**FM332ORB**  
Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish  
White Opal Etch Glass  
Height: 4"  Diameter: 10"  
Lamping: 1 - Medium 75 Watt max.
The Mila Collection features a frosted glass diffuser and a rotating reflector that allows direct or indirect lighting. The ribbed glass back plate is finished in White Opal and Brushed Steel or frosted Amber with Oil Rubbed Bronze. A clean aesthetic and stylish look give these Wall Sconces a modern feel. Can be installed either horizontally or vertically.
the witten collection

Handsome Steel and White Opal Etch Glass come together for the Witten Collection. Finished in either Oil Rubbed Bronze or Polished Nickel, this clean silhouette can be hung either vertically or horizontally.

Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish
Polished Nickel Finish

**WB1450PN**
Polished Nickel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 19” Width: 5” Extension: 3”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 60w Max. (T-10)
ADA Compliant

**WB1450ORB**
Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 19” Width: 5” Extension: 3”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 60w Max. (T-10)
ADA Compliant
Simplicity of form results in an abundance of function in the Bernoulli Collection. This group is both ENERGY STAR® efficient and ADA compliant. The collection features White Opal Etch Glass and is finished in Oil Rubbed Bronze or Polished Nickel.

**SFES3200PN**
- Polished Nickel Finish
- White Opal Etch Glass
- Height: 7"  
- Diameter: 15"
- Lamping: 1 - G10Q  
- Double Circline 40w Max.
- Ballast: 120v Electronic NPF

**SFES3200ORB**
- Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish
- White Opal Etch Glass
- Height: 7"
- Diameter: 15"
- Lamping: 1 - G10Q  
- Double Circline 40w Max.
- Ballast: 120v Electronic NPF

**WBES4500PN**
- Polished Nickel Finish
- White Opal Etch Glass
- Height: 24"  
- Width: 5"  
- Extension: 3"
- Lamping: 1 - Medium Bi-Pin 14w Max. (Included)
- ADA Compliant

**WBES4500ORB**
- Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish
- White Opal Etch Glass
- Height: 24"  
- Width: 5"  
- Extension: 3"
- Lamping: 1 - Medium Bi-Pin 14w Max. (Included)
- ADA Compliant

designed by Pasquale Miranda
the tulla collection

brushed steel finish

Classic European bath faucets are the inspiration for the Tulla Collection. This collection features die cast fitters and back plate, pressed opal etched glass, and turned breaks and finials that are masterfully executed. Finished in Brushed Steel these pieces are crafted to perfection.

VS16201-BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12"
Width: 5"
Extension: 8"
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100w Max.

VS16202-BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 11"
Width: 13"
Extension: 8"
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100w Max.

VS16203-BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 11"
Width: 21"
Extension: 8"
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100w Max.

VS16204-BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 11"
Width: 30"
Extension: 8"
Lamping: 4 - Medium 100w Max.
The Preston Collection

VS15901-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 11” Length: 5”
Extension: 5”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.

VS15902-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 10” Length: 13”
Extension: 5”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.

VS15903-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Bark Textured Amber Etch Glass
Height: 11” Length: 24”
Extension: 5”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.

The Stelle Collection

WB1460ORB
Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish
Creme Linen Shade
Height: 5” Width: 13” Extension: 4”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 60w Max. (T-10)
ADA Compliant

WB1460ORB
Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish
Creme Linen Shade
Height: 17” Width: 5” Extension: 4”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 60w Max.
ADA Compliant
The Sullivan Collection

**VS16101-BS**
Brushed Steel Finish  
White Opal Etch Glass  
Height: 9”  Length: 5”  Extension: 5”  
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.

The Sullivan Collection

**VS16102-BS**
Brushed Steel Finish  
White Opal Etch Glass  
Height: 9”  Length: 13”  Extension: 4”  
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.

The Sullivan Collection

**VS16103-BS**
Brushed Steel Finish  
White Opal Etch Glass  
Height: 9”  Length: 24”  Extension: 5”  
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.
the sullivan collection / vanities

heritage bronze finish

The Sullivan Collection

VS16101-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 9” Length: 5” Extension: 5”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.

The Sullivan Collection

VS16102-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 9” Length: 13” Extension: 4”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.

The Sullivan Collection

VS16103-HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 9” Length: 24” Extension: 5”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.

designed by Pasquale Miranda
The Tribeca Collection

VS15802-BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 11” Length: 16” Extension: 6”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.

VS15803-BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12” Length: 24” Extension: 5”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.

VS15804-BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12” Length: 32” Extension: 6”
Lamping: 4 - Medium 100 Watt max.

WB1442BS
Brushed Steel Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 9” Width: 5” Extension: 5”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.
The Tribeca Collection

**VS15802-HTBZ**
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12” Length: 16” Extension: 6”
Lamping: 4 - Medium 100 Watt max.

The Tribeca Collection

**VS15803-HTBZ**
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12” Length: 24” Extension: 6”
Lamping: 3 - Medium 100 Watt max.

The Tribeca Collection

**VS15804-HTBZ**
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12” Length: 32” Extension: 6”
Lamping: 2 - Medium 100 Watt max.

The Tribeca Collection

**WB1442HTBZ**
Heritage Bronze Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 9” W: 5” Extension: 5”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.
The Whitaker Collection is a fresh interpretation of the classic English pocket lantern. A traditional latched door allows for easy re-lamping. The polished nickel reflector is both historically accurate and increases light output. Designed with a 5 inch square black plate to allow easy installation on a home with lap siding. Features stainless steel frame, solid brass hinge and latch and powder coated steel roof & base. A four step finishing process of powder coating, hand finishing and two coats of outdoor polyurethane assure its weather resistance and lasting beauty.

OL7411ASTB
Astral Bronze Finish
Clear Seeded Glass
Height: 27.625”
Adj. Height: 29” - 85.5”
Length: 12.5”
Width: 5.5”
Lamping: 3 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

OL7400ASTB
Astral Bronze Finish
Clear Seeded Glass
Height: 17.25” Width: 6” Extension: 4.875”
Mount to Top: 7”
Lamping: 2 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

OL7402ASTB
Astral Bronze Finish
Clear Seeded Glass
Height: 22.5” Width: 9” Extension: 4.875”
Lamping: 3 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

OL7407ASTB
Astral Bronze Finish
Clear Seeded Glass
Height: 24.75” Length: 7.375” Width: 9”
Lamping: 4 Candelabra 60 Watt max.
The Westcliffe collection’s open fretwork can be interpreted as a Mid-Century modern or Traditional European design motif. It is both ENERGY STAR® and Dark Sky Compliant. Lights both above and below the open fretwork double the usable light output of these items. A four step finishing process of powder coating, hand finishing and two coats of outdoor polyurethane assure its weather resistance and lasting beauty.

**OLPL7300FG**
Firenze Gold Finish
Frosted Amber Ribbed Acrylic Back Plate
Height: 17.375” Width: 6.5” Extension: 4.5” Mount to Top: 8.125”
Lamping: 2 - GU24 13 Watt max. Self Ballasting Bulbs Included Dark Sky Compliant
Photocell Included

**OLPL7302FG**
Firenze Gold Finish
Frosted Glass Diffuser
Height: 24.375” Width: 9” Extension: 10.25” Mount to Top: 12.625”
Lamping: 4 - GU24 13 Watt max. Self Ballasting Bulb Included Dark Sky Compliant
Photocell Included

**OLPL7307FG**
Firenze Gold Finish
Frosted Glass Diffuser
Height: 32.5” Length: 10” Width: 9” Extension: 10”
Lamping: 4 - GU24 13 Watt max. Self Ballasting Bulb Included Dark Sky Compliant
Photocell Included

Flush Mounts & Hanging Lanterns: Damp Location • All others: Wet Location
New additions to this group are both ENERGY STAR® and Dark Sky Compliant. A clever mounting system allows the lanterns to be mounted on all types of siding including lap. Natural slate enhances the cutting edge design for a winning combination of form and function. A four step finishing process of powder coating, hand finishing and two coats of outdoor polyurethane assure its weather resistance and lasting beauty.
black finish
powder coated steel

Light filters beautifully through white Opal Etch Glass and open fretwork. A textured black powder coated finish adds depth and richness to this look which is both contemporary and organic. A four step finishing process of powder coating, hand finishing and two coats of outdoor polyurethane assure its weather resistance and lasting beauty.

**ODWB4820BK**
Black Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 10”   Width: 9”
Extension: 4”
Mount to Top: 5”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.
ADA Compliant

**OL7301BK**
Black Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 12.75”   Width: 8.75”
Extension: 10”
Mount to Top: 4”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.

**OL7302BK**
Black Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 15.5”   Width: 10.75”
Extension: 11.75”
Mount to Top: 4.75”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 150 Watt max.

**OL7307BK**
Black Finish Post
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 18.75”   Width: 8.75”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.

**OL7309BK**
Black Finish Post
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 22”   Width: 10.75”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 150 Watt max.

**OL7311BK**
Black Finish
White Opal Etch Glass
Height: 14.25”   Width: 8.75”
Lamping: 1 - Medium 100 Watt max.
heritage bronze finish
die cast and hand spun aluminum

Modern Geometric forms and a soft Heritage Bronze finish with cream etched glass create a versatile look; at home both in modern or traditional architectural styles. A four step finishing process of powder coating, hand finishing and two coats of outdoor polyurethane assure its weather resistance and lasting beauty.

OL7513HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Die Cast and Hand Spun Aluminum
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 15.25" Width: 7.625" Extension: 9.5"
Mount to Top: 6"
Lamping: 1 - Type T-10 or Type A Medium Socket 100 Watt max.

OL7501HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Die Cast and Hand Spun Aluminum
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 20.25" Width: 9.625" Extension: 11.625"
Mount to Top: 8.75"
Lamping: 1 - Type T-10 or Type A Medium Socket 100 Watt max.

OL7504HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Die Cast and Hand Spun Aluminum
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 24.5" Width: 11.625" Extension: 13.875"
Mount to Top: 10.5"
Lamping: 1 - Medium 150 Watt max.

OL7507HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Die Cast and Hand Spun Aluminum
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 22.625" Width: 9.625"
Lamping: 1 - Type T-10 or Type A Medium Socket 100 Watt max.

OL7511HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Die Cast and Hand Spun Aluminum
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 22.375" Width: 9.625"
Lamping: 1 - Type T-10 or Type A Medium Socket 100 Watt max.

OL7513HTBZ
Heritage Bronze Finish
Die Cast and Hand Spun Aluminum
Creme Etch Glass
Height: 6.375" Diameter: 13"
Lamping: 2 Medium 60 Watt max.

designed by Pasquale Miranda
The Maddalyn Collection is reminiscent of the 17th century renaissance. English cut, turned columns, and encased framework come together to compose these inspired and timeless pieces.

9749ANB
Antique Brown Finish
Natural Textured Linen Shade
Height: 34"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9752ANB
Antique Brown Finish
Champagne Scavo Glass
Height: 21"
Diameter: 11"
Glass Diameter: 7"
Lamping: 1 - Candelabra
60 Watt max.
Includes: Dimmer Switch

FL6236ANB
Antique Brown Finish
Natural Textured Linen Shade
Height: 63"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

FL6237ANB
Antique Brown Finish
Natural Textured Linen Shade
Height: 62"
Shade Diameter: 16"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

Designed by Wesley Glover
F2452/6ANB
Antique Brown Finish
Cream Color Linen Shades
Height: 30"
Diameter: 34"
Shade Diameter: 5"
Lamping: 6 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.
Includes: 5 ft. of chain and 15 ft. of wire

F2453/6+3ANB
Antique Brown Finish
Cream Color Linen Shades
Height: 37"
Diameter: 38"
Shade Diameter: 5"
Lamping: 9 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.
Includes: 5 ft. of chain and 15 ft. of wire

WB1439ANB
Antique Brown Finish
Cream Color Linen Shades
Height: 17"
Width: 22"
Extension: 11"
Shade Diameter: 5"
Lamping: 3 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.
the maddalyn collection

mottled red finish
antique brown finish

9750MRD
Mottled Red Finish
Cream Color Linen Shade
Height: 32"
Shade Diameter: 18"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 100 Watt max.

9751MRD
Mottled Red Finish
Mottled Red Painted Shade
Height: 34"
Shade Diameter: 11"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.
the gannon collection

Graceful and classical formed silhouettes are featured in the Gannon collection. Turned spools, spindle shapes, and warm finishes in ebony and scarlet complete this assortment.

**Ebony Finish**

- **9763EBY**
  - Putty Finish Shantung Shade
  - Height: 31”
  - Shade Diameter: 16”
  - Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
  - 150 Watt max.

- **9764EBY**
  - Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
  - Height: 32”
  - Shade Diameter: 17”
  - Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
  - 150 Watt max.

**Scarlet Finish**

- **9764SC**
  - Black Textured Parchment Shade
  - Height: 32”
  - Shade Diameter: 17”
  - Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
  - 150 Watt max.
9765EBY
Ebony Finish
Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
Height: 33"
Shade Diameter: 12"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.

FL6239EBY
Ebony Finish
Putty Finish Shantung Shade
Height: 61"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.

T1179EBY
Ebony Finish
Cream Etched Finish Glass
Height: 74"
Shade Diameter: 18"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.
The Augustine collection is a symphony of lyrical pieces in ancient forms. Sculptured iron, champagne scavo glass, and soft ivory shades combine beautifully in this grouping.

9766ANB
Antique Bronze Finish
Cream Color Textured Linen
Height: 35"
Shade Diameter: 20"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9768ANB
Antique Bronze Finish
Cream Color Textured Linen
Height: 39"
Shade Diameter: 12"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

FL6243ANB
Antique Bronze Finish
Cream Color Textured Linen
Height: 67"
Shade Diameter: 20"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.
the augustine collection

antique brown finish
british bronze finish

9767ANB
Antique Bronze Finish
Champagne Scavo Glass
Height: 35"
Shade Diameter: 7"
Lamping: 1 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

MR1097CB
British Bronze Finish
Height: 39"
Diameter: 35"

T1180ANB
Antique Bronze Finish
Champagne Scavo Glass
Height: 78"
Shade Diameter: 18"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.

T1180ANB
9767ANB
MR1097CB
Sculptured shapes and a modern style merge to create the Margo collection. Embossed medallions, tiger swirl spheres and elegant metal work are all focal points on these lamps.

**9757FG**
*Firenze Gold Finish*
*Dark Beige Shantung Shade*
*Height: 33”*
*Shade Diameter: 16" x 11" Oval*
*Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.*

**9758DW**
*Dark Walnut Finish*
*White Textured Linen Shade*
*Height: 34”*
*Shade Diameter: 18" x 11" Rectangular*
*Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.*

**9759ASL**
*Antique Silver Finish*
*Sand Color Crepe Shade*
*Height: 31”*
*Shade Diameter: 17" x 11" Rectangular*
*Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.*
The Broderick Collection features French style urn shaped lamps with speckled champagne scavo glass and silk shantung shades.

**FL6240SPT**
Speckled Taupe Finish
Putty Finish Shantung Shade
Height: 62"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.

**T1181SPT**
Speckled Taupe Finish
Champagne Scavo Glass
Height: 74"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.
the broderick collection

9769SPT
Speckled Taupe Finish
Putty Finish Shantung Shade
Height: 24”
Shade Diameter: 14”
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.

9770SPT
Speckled Taupe Finish
Putty Finish Shantung Shade
Height: 24”
Shade Diameter: 14”
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.

9771SPT
Speckled Taupe Finish
Champagne Scavo Glass
Height: 35”
Shade Diameter: 7”
Lamping: 1 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

9770SPT
the gabrielle collection

firenze gold finish

Intricate detail and a rich Firenze Gold finish combine to make the silhouettes of the Gabrielle collection perfect for any setting.

9746FG
Firenze Gold Finish
Cream Color Textured Linen Shade
Height: 28"
Shade Diameter: 21"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.

9747FG
Firenze Gold Finish
Sand Color Crepe Shade
Height: 34"
Shade Diameter: 20"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.
Lloyd features a faceted hand rubbed stained wood base and either genuine mica or soft fabric shades for a transitional or contemporary look that adds character and warmth to any room.
9829MHG/GLB
Mahogany / Gilded Bronze Finish
Mica Shade
Height: 34"
Shade: 19 x 14" Rectangular
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 100 Watt max.

9832MHG/GLB
Mahogany / Gilded Bronze Finish
Faux Silk ('Ash') Shade
Height: 36"
Shade Diameter: 8"
Lamping: 1 - Medium 60 Watt max.
The Tegan collection is a contemporary reinterpretation of traditional lamps. The collection consists of an oval vessel in smoky topaz, a sculptural metal base in antique bronze, and a crackled glass medallion set in a hand painted metal double frame. Rich silk shades complete the composition.
The Tanner collection combines organic inspiration with an Asian inspired sense of balance and simplicity. The bamboo motif imprinted on the art paper shades completes the look. Perfect for any room where a spa-like tranquility or spareness of composition is desired.
aged silver leaf finish

The Jansen Collection features silver leaf geometric patterns mounted on solid marble bases.

9754AGS
Aged Silver Leaf Finish
Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
Height: 31" Diameter: 15"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9755AGS
Aged Silver Leaf Finish
Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
Height: 36" Diameter: 11"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9756AGS
Aged Silver Leaf Finish
Champagne Scavo Glass
Height: 20" Diameter: 10"
Shade Diameter: 6"
Lamping: 1 - Candelabra
60 Watt max.
Includes: In Line Dimmer Switch

FL6238AGS
Aged Silver Leaf Finish
Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
Height: 65" Diameter: 20"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.
**the jansen collection**

**F2454/3AGS**
- Aged Silver Leaf Finish
- Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
- Height: 25"
- Diameter: 20"
- Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.
- Includes: 5 ft. of chain and 15 ft. of wire

**WB1440AGS**
- Aged Silver Leaf Finish
- Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
- Height: 21"
- Diameter: 13"
- Extension: 9"
- Shade Diameter: 12"
- Lamping: 3 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.

**MR1098AGS**
- Aged Silver Leaf Finish
- Height: 38"
- Diameter: 38"

**9753AGS**
- Aged Silver Leaf Finish
- Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
- Height: 25"
- Diameter: 20"
- Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.
- Includes: 5 ft. of chain and 15 ft. of wire

**WB1440AGS**
- Aged Silver Leaf Finish
- Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
- Height: 21"
- Width: 13"
- Extension: 9"
- Shade Diameter: 12"
- Lamping: 3 - Candelabra 60 Watt max.
antique bronze finish
brushed nickel finish

Antique bronze and silver on clean classic metal silhouettes feature acid etched botanical motifs. These distinctive and graphic patterns are balanced by rectangular hardback shades in “tea” or “titanium” to complete this striking contemporary group.
Finished in a palette of firenze gold and gilded silver, the Adeen collection captures an upscale look and modern feel. Stacked rings and interlocking geometric shapes complete this composition. These stylish designs add dimension to complement your living space.

**firenze gold finish**

**gilded silver finish**

9760GS
Gilded Silver Finish
Eggshell Shantung Shade
Height: 27"
Diameter: 17 x 11" Oval
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.

9761FG
Firenze Gold Finish
Off White Taffeta Shade
Height: 37"
Diameter: 16 x 11" Oval
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.

9762FG
Firenze Gold Finish
Hazelnut Taffeta Shade
Height: 33"
Diameter: 16 x 12" Oval
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.
Lighting is a crucial element that brings balance and harmony into your home. For this reason we have created the Jordana collection. Simple shapes, ceramic finishes, and contrasting shades all come together to form works of art.

**crackle finish**

9775IC
Ivory Crackle Finish
Almond Linen Shade
Height: 29”
Shade: 19” Square
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9776GOC
Gray Owl Crackle Finish
Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
Height: 32”
Shade Diameter: 21”
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9778IC
Ivory Crackle Finish
Black Text Parchment Shade
Height: 36”
Shade Diameter: 20”
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.
Sand color crepe and ivory soft lined shades rest beautifully over the bodies of these skillfully crafted lamps. The Myrick collection is finished in a pearlescent glass and accented with antique brass mountings.
Casually elegant ceramic lamps are inviting in an Acadia White finish accented with brushed nickel fittings.

**acadia white finish**

9825ACW/BN
Acadia White/Brushed Nickel Finish
Faux Silk (‘Titanium’) Shade
Height: 33"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 100 Watt max.

9823ACW/BN
Acadia White/Brushed Nickel Finish
Faux Silk (‘Titanium’) Shade
Height: 33"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 100 Watt max.

9824ACW/BC
Acadia White/Brushed Nickel Finish
Faux Silk (‘Titanium’) Shade
Height: 34"
Shade Diameter: 19"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.
crackle finish

Decorative embossed patterns enhance the look and feel of these pieces. Soft grey and almond linen shades complement shapely ceramic bases that are accented with polished nickel mountings.
The Whitley collection emphasizes identifiable shapes that can be used to complete any room. Blown white milk glass is topped off with a variety of shades and accented with antique brass or polished nickel.

9739WTC
White Cased Finish
Black Shantung Shade
Height: 32”
Shade Diameter: 13”
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.

9742WTC
White Cased Finish
Black Textured Parchment Shade
Height: 30”
Shade Diameter: 17”
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 150 Watt max.
9737WTC
White Cased Finish
Cream Color Shantung Shade
Height: 30"
Shade Diameter: 18"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9738WTC
White Cased Finish
Cream Color Shantung Shade
Height: 28"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9740WTC
White Cased Finish
Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
Height: 23"
Shade Diameter: 16"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9741WTC
White Cased Finish
Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
Height: 29"
Shade Diameter: 19"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.
the lainey collection

vibrant finishes

Stylish lamps for any transitional or contemporary setting, clear Lucite bases topped with a vibrant finishes complete these stunning looks.

9734RC
Red Cased Finish
Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
Height: 23"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9734BKCD
Black Cased Finish
Black Parchment Textured Shade
Height: 23"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9735PLT
Pearlescent Finish
Black Parchment Textured Shade
Height: 29"
Shade Diameter: 14"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.
the lainey collection

9734SF
Snow Flake Finish
Almond Linen Shade
Height: 23"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9733SMC
Smoke Cased Finish
Almond Linen Shade
Height: 30"
Shade Diameter: 17"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

9736BLC
Blue Cased Finish
Almond Linen Shade
Height: 31"
Shade Diameter: 18"
Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium
150 Watt max.

designed by Wesley Glover
The Kala collection is simply beautiful. Three unique looks of cased glass each with its own shade option. Each also features a night light in the body of the lamp for added style and function.

**cased finish**

- **9743BLC**
  - Blue Cased Finish
  - Black Textured Parchment Shade
  - Height: 30”
  - Shade Diameter: 18”
  - Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 100 Watt max. with Night Light

- **9744CSC**
  - Cream Sienna Cased Finish
  - Red Shantung Shade
  - Height: 33”
  - Shade Diameter: 20”
  - Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 100 Watt max. with Night Light

- **9745BKWTC**
  - Black White Cased Finish
  - Eggshell Textured Linen Shade
  - Height: 31”
  - Shade Diameter: 19”
  - Lamping: 1 - 3 Way Medium 100 Watt max. with Night Light
Kolton features marble set in an overlapping course which provides depth to the surface when lit, and harkens to its Craftsman style inspiration. A hand painted metal base makes this lamp suitable for desktop use, or as an accent lamp.
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